
 

PIXEL FUN  

 
8 Panels Tensisters Easy Piecing GridTM  

 

2 Inch Finished -- Cut 2.5" Squares 52" x 70" before borders 
 

1 1/2" Finished- Cut 2" Squares: 39" X 52 1/2" before borders 

1" Finished- Cut 1 1/2" Squares: 26" X 35" before borders 
 
 

 

           tensisters.com                    info.tensisters@gmail.com                    TensistersTV on YouTube 

Blocks: Fat Quarters and Scraps equaling  3 1/2 yards  
Sashing: 3/4 yard (142 squares) 
Border  1 yard 
 



 

Welcome to Pixel Piecing!  

 
The image below is called a Quilt Layout. If your quilt is pieced on EasyPiecing Grid, this is what you will use as your guide. 
Each panel of grid is nine squares across and 14 squares down, so the layout is divided into sections that size. You can use 
any of the three sizes of grid to piece on(1", 1.5", and 2" Finished). 
This layout has twelve blocks-- you can easily make it smaller or bigger!  
 
Refer to EasyPiecing Instruction page for overall piecing and sewing.   
*Please note that panels 3, 6, and 8 are only eight squares across. The last row is seven squares down. 
The black squares are the sashing between blocks and will be sewn at the same time as the blocks. Perfect corners!  
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You now have so many block options for your Minecraft quilt!    
 
 



                 
                   Emerald                                    Creeper                                               Wolf                                              Blaze 
 

                     
                 Moss                                              Sheep                                         Enderman                                              Pig                     
 

                        
                 Obsidian                                              Dog                                          Zombie                                                Steve 
  

                  
              Mooshroom                              Stampylongnose                                    Dirt                                             Diamond 

                    
                  Lava                                                  Alex                                                Water                                            Zombie Pig                                                                                                      



                  
                   Chicken                                      Skeleton                                         Slime                                                 Pick Axe 
 

   
               Cow 
 

   
                          Stone Sword                                              Swivel Shovel                                              Stone Axe 
 
Please visit us on our website tensisters.com to purchase more EasyPiecing Grid and to see all our fun patterns and 
products! Click on VIDEOS to watch more instruction and tips on TensistersTV on YouTube. 
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Pinterest is a great source for pixilated projects! Search under bead patterns for 
endless fun ideas!  
The patterns below have 16 rows instead of 8, so if you want them in the quilt, the 
blocks will need to be pieced individually instead of a quilt layout, and use 1" 
finished EasyPiecing Grid for the 16 patch blocks. Enjoy! 

                                              


